
Mr. Go!
Your bright companion



This year Koncept introduces to the market yet another exciting innovative product, Mr. Go! LED Lantern. 
Mr. Go!, a sister product line to the Mr. n table light, is designed with an ultra minimalist silhouette and 
features the unique curved light panel design from Mr. n. Built in with 2 powerful batteries offering over 
5000mAh amount of stored energy, it is USB chargeable. A standard USB output port is available allowing 
users to also charge their USB devices on-the-go, making it the perfect companion for many different 
occasions. 

“Our goal is to offer a high quality, truly portable LED light especially for those who likes the outdoor, go 
camping, or simply for lighting up corners where plugging in for power would be difficult.”, said Edmund 
Ng who co-designed the product. “Mr. Go! will make the perfect gift for anyone. It brings convenient, cord-
less lighting and USB charging, a 2-in-1 solution. I can imagine it being used like a regular table lamp or as 
an LED lantern for camping and any other outdoor activities. I can even imagine it being used at restau-
rants where guests could sit down, view the menus and at the same time charge their phones, a free 
service to the guests! With imagination, the possibilities are endless.”

Mr. Go! features multiple levels of brightness settings. The battery lasts 5 hours at the highest brightness 
setting while it lasts over 2 days when set at the lowest level setting. The built-in battery also has enough 
energy to fully charge the latest iPhone two times.

Mr. Go! is currently at the final stage of development and is expected to be released in late 2016. For the 
latest news and updates, please visit Koncept.com or our social media pages.
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About Koncept—Koncept Technologies Inc. is a California based company that designs and manufactures 
high-end LED lighting for commercial and residential use. It was founded in 2002 and is privately owned. 
The company continues to design innovative products and strives to strike the perfect balance between 
product beauty and practicality while aiming to improve the style, efficiency and environmental friendli-
ness for humanity. Additional product and company information may be found at www.koncept.com.
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